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1.0 Summary
b.

During the Fall 1993 semester, a project was initiated within the Nuclear Engineering'

Departmentof the University of Tennessee with the objective of developing a design for a

subcritical reactorwith maximized multiplicationfactorusing materialscurrentlyavailable. Such

a device, if constructed, would serve as a teaching tool for the Department of Nuclear

Engineering, which in recent years has experienceda severe curtailmentin access to operating

research reactors.

For the purposesof this study, the availablematerial inventoryconsistsprimarilyof 5800

aluminumclad cylindrical uraniummetal fuel slugs of uncertainisotopic assay; various sources
m

place the probable assay in the "depleted" (less than0.71% U_5) to naturalrange. In order for

'_ design work to proceed in parallel with attempts to determine assay, the fissile content of the

fuel was treated as a variable in calculations.

Design work was conducted as a large number of computercalculations, with trial pile

configurations based on fundamental nuclear engineering principles, in an effort to maximize
o

multiplicationfactor throughfuel element geometry, moderator type, fissile/moderator ratio, and

reflector character. The principal objective of the design group for the early phase of this

project was to present several possible "baseline" reactor designs and identify directions for

improvements. For the sake of calculationalease, the cores analyzed to date have been of nearly

cubic shape. The SCALE CSAS25 software which runs KENO.Va, a Monte Carlo code, was
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usedforall neutronicscalculations.

The baseline reactors resulting from work to date are cuboidal in shape and graphite

reflected. Two types of fuel element geometries are proposed, a typical triangular pitch rod

lattice and an arrangement of discrete fuel slugs placed in a lattice corresponding to body

centered cubic packing. The latter arrangement provides slightly higher multiplication factors

than the former. Calculations were performed for both graphite and heavy water moderation

with heavy watermoderation producing considerably highermultiplication factors, as expected.

In general, the maximum k_nfor the reactors are in the range of 0.5 to 0.9, well suberitical,

except in the eases of the extreme possible values of fuel assay where critical configurations are
t

possible. In these cases, designs with reduced fuel loading are recommended to assure a

suberitical multiplication factor.
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2.0 Introduction

In recent decades, many socioeconomic factors have coalesced to effectively hinder,

through government intervention at all levels, the constructionand operationof commercial

power, defense, and research nuclear reactors. When viewed in the aggregate, the difficulties

imposed on the construction of new reactors, the age of existing research reactors, and the

regulatoryhurdles imposed by oversightbodies portenda generallygrimfuture for reactor-based

nuclear research in the United States. In particular,the Nuclear EngineeringDepartmentat the

University of Tennessee (UT), which for most of its history had access to the many research

reactors operated by Oak Ridge National Laboratory, is now relegatedto very limited access to

the sole reactorextant at Oak Ridge, and the future availabilityof this reactoris questionable.

qt

The availabilityof a research reactor is desirablefor the maintenance of a high quality

nuclear engineering teaching program such as that currentlyexisting at UT. Although nuclear

engineering is a rathertheory intensive discipline, which has historically depended very heavily

on modeling, the validity of any theory or model must still rely on empirical verification.

Therefore, there is an understandabledesire on the partof the teaching staff at UT to identify

altemati'Jes to the reactors in Oak Ridge for the purposesof practical instruction.

In this context, a design problemwas assignedto the Fall 1993 Nuclear Engineering471

class which, paraphrasing,charged the class to design, with availablematerials,a subcriticalpile _.,

which maximized lqfr. The available materi_s consist primarily of a substantialquantity of
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uranium and a large amount of reactor grade graphite. A verbal history indicates that the

uranium was supplied to UT in the late 1950's or early 1960's by the AEC, a Department of

Energy predecessor, for use as fuel slugs in highly subcriticalexperiments. These slugs are

cylinders approximately11 cm long by 3.0 cm in diameter (which includes a 2 mm aluminum

cladding). Density measurements suggest that the uranium is in the metallic form.

Since all of the fuel material can not be directly inspected, for the purposes of this study

the number of available slugs was assumed to be 5800, the number believed by _e Nuclear

Engineering Department to be stored in the vault on the first floor of Pasqua Engineering

Building. A direct counting of the slugs was not practicable, but there is some indicationthat

somewhat more than 5800 slugs may actually be stored. However, these quantities are large

, enough that the use of the different masses in calculations causes no qualitative, and little

quantitative, difference in behavior. Since the possibility exists for the availability of additional

uranium from other universities or the DOE, the conservative lower limit 5800 count is deemed

appropriate for the early stages of a design study.

The absence of information on the actualisotopic assay of the uranium in the fuel slugs

is much more of a hinderance to the design effort than uncertainties in quantity. Apparently,

the assay of the material is reported as either naturalor depleted on various documents, allowing

the U235 assay to vary between 0.71% to, perhaps, as low as 0.2%. Since this range in assay

results in large differences in the calculated values of both k= and kar (over the low assay end
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of this range, simple hand calculations suggest that, even in an ideal system, core multiplication

will be far less than unity, while there is quite clear empirical evidence that at the high end of

the assay range criticality is easily attained) the approach taken by the design team, for the work

performed to date, was to treat fissile contem as a variable and design reactors for several

possible assays. The probableassay is believed by the design team to be on the orderof 0.3 tO

0.4%, so somewhat greater calculational effort was expended in this range. For calculations

where it was not deemed worthwhile to cover the entire range of possible assays, a value of

0.3 % was assumed. A request has been made, and approved, for assistance from the DOE in

determining the compositionof the UT fuel slugs. Efforts to transfera small numberof samples

to a DOE contractor-operated facility for analysis are underway.

A basic assumption in ).hiswork is that, due to fiscal and regulatory constraints, little if

anything can be done to alter the composition or configuration of the fuel slugs. Therefore, the

proposed reactor designs employ a fuel geometry and composition generally achievable with the

use of unaltered fuel slugs. (Some limited work, mainly of theoretical interest, was performed

in evaluating the effects of fuel lumping and stripping of the aluminum cladding). Little

consideration is given to limitations on the availability of graphite moderator since this material

is readily availablecommercially and can, possibly, even be obtained from excess stocks at other

institutions.

Recognizing the near perfection of deuterium as a moderator material, all design cases

were also analyzed with heavy water (D20) moderation to examine the extremes of the
o
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multiplication envelope. Although it is unlikely, due to the high cost of deuterium, that

, sufficientheavy watercan be purchasedfor constructionof the proposed reactor, the Canadian

and US governments have stockpiles of heavy water for which a loan agreement might be

explored. There are precedents for the loan of government-owned stockpile material for

academic purposes.

As part of the design effort, beryllium, beryllium oxide, liquid oxygen, and liquid

helium-4 have been evaluated as alternative moderators. The investigators' rational for

examiningthese materials is the potential for improvedperformanceover graphitebut at much

lowercost thandeuterium-containingsubstances. Limitedcomparisonsof variousnon-deuterated

reflector materials were also performed. The low effort on reflector evaluationresulted from
¢,

early calculations which yielded, for the core dimensions of interest, nonleakageprobabilities
t)

of greaterthan90% andthe observed similaritiesin the effectiveness of good reOector materials.

A brief examination of the effects of temperature on multiplication factor has also been

performed in an attempt to assess the potential value of operating a reactor at cryogenic

temperatures.

With the decision to retain as invariant the configuration of the fuel slugs, freedom in

designing the pile is drastically reduced. Additionally, the neutronics software employed make

difficult the analysis of extremely irregular or free-form surface geometries. With these

constraints, an approach focused on two types of core configurations, the "baseline" designs,

was adopted by the design group. The fast pile configuration analyzed, due to its relative
q)
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- simplicityand known effectiveness, was a triangularpitch rod lattice. Recognizingthat a more

uniformlydispersedspacial arrangementof the fuel shouldenhancethe overallneutroneconomy

of the core, the secondbaselinedesign examinedwas a body centeredcubic latticeof individuai

slugs. Theoptimum pitchwas determinedforeach enrichmentandgeometryby performingunit

cell calculationswith complete returnboundaryconditions,

Althoughanoverallcoreshapeapproximatingasphereispreferableinordertominimize

neutronleakage,calculationalandresourcelimitationsleadtostandardizationofthebaseline

designstoapproximatecubes(cuboids).The abovestatedassumptionson fuellimitations

dictatedtheoveralldimensionsofthecores,exceptinthecaseoftheveryhighestassaysin

combinationwithheavywatermoderation,wheretheoptimumpitchwasemployedbuttheentire
#t

availablcfuelinventorywasnotusedinordertoassurea subcriticalconfiguration.Allcore

designsanalyzedwereassumedtobereflectedbytwometersofgraphiteonallsides.

No structuralanalyses were performed for either of the core types investigated. The

presumptionisthat,inthecaseofthegraphite,themechanicalstrengthofthemoderatorwould

bemorethansu_,icienttosupportthefuelloadinanylikelyconfiguration.Inthecaseofheavy

watermoderation,sometypeofsupportlatticewouldobviouslyberequiredfortheslugs.The

natureofthissupportmightbe,forexample,analuminumorzirconiumalloystructure,ora

hangingarrangementemployinghighstrengthpolyolefmfiber.Absorptionfrom support

materialsarenotaccountedforintheneutronicscalculations.No thermalhydraulicanalysisis

warrantedforthesystemsunderconsideration.
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The principal results from this design study are in the form of graphical relationshipsh

between effective multiplicationfactor (ken)andfuel assayfor the two baselinegraphite reflected

cuboidal core configurationsdescribed above, with a fuel constraintof approximately 5800

aluminumclad uraniummetalslugs and with either graphite or deuterium oxide as moderators.

The pile neutronicscalculationswere performedwith the CSAS25 module of the

SCALE system which employs the KENO-Va Monte Carlo code for multiplication factor

calculationsand the BONAMIand NITAWLcodes for cross sectionprocessing. Defaultvalues

were routinelyused for input parameters with the exceptign of reflector specifications. The

majority of the calculationssupporting this study were performed on the IBM 3090 computer

at UT.

3.0 Prior Work

This is the first progress report on this project. The design group is aware of no prior

similar efforts chartered by the Nuclear Engineering Department at UT.

Q
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. 4.0 Description of Work Performed

ql

The design of the subject core is based p_y on the results of a large numberof

computer "experiments" in which various pile parametersand geometries were modeled and

observed, and an index of performance,either the infinitemultiplicationfactor(k.) or k_, was

obtained. A relatively minor amountof nuclear engineeringtheory is employed to design the

configurations used as input to the SCALE Monte Carlo codes. The results from the

calculations are used to identifymaxima in the index of performanceand hence the optimum

design parameters for the system. This is a ratherbrute force method, but is deemed to be the

best approachby the design group since it is, in principle, equivalent to "constructing"full

reactors for experiments, andcomputationalresources were, for practicalpurposes, unlimited.

m

In the majorityof the calculationsrun, assay appearedas a variable,which suggested a

convenient form for the calculational matrix and division of labor amongst the design group.

Typically, pitch and assay appearedas variableswith k. formingthe response surface.

I,
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4.1 Technical Approachl

qm

Before effort was expended on Monte Carlo computations,decisions were made by the

design group regarding the boundariesof the core parameterenvelope. Principalamong these

is the decision to limit _nalysis to relativelysimple cuboidalshapes. Considerationof only the

triangularpitch rods andbody centeredcubiclattice fuel configurationslikewiseseverely bounds

the design. With the decisions on geometrymade, a modest amountof computationalworkwas

performedto examine the effects of various moderators on core multiplication. This was

followed by a brief evaluation of reflector effectiveness.

e

The resultsof these preliminarycalculationsarethe selection of graphiteand heavy water
a

as moderatorsand graphite as reflector; this completely specifies the reactorcompositionwhile

the decisions made c_nshape and fuel configuration f'LXCOregeometry. Only dimensional

specifications of the cores remain to be determined, a process which to date has been

accomplishedin a methodical fashion by first determining the optimumpitch for a given assay

and fuel configurationand then calculatingthe overall dimensionsof the core with the constraint

on availablefuel.

Optimum pitch calculationswereperformedin allcases by identifyinga cuboidalunitcell

of the core geometrybeing evaluated, applyingappropriateboundaryreflectionconditions, and

performing computations to determine the multiplicationversus pitch relationship. The cell

boundaries are; in the case of infinite dimensions, flux symmetry planes, so ).he use of a

i,
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. complete returnreflectance at these boundariesis sufficientto ensure that the flux in the finite

, unit cell being examined is indistinguishablefrom any other cell in an infinitecore constructed

from these cells. In the case of a body centered cubic arrangementof fuel slugs, which is

identical, symmetrical, and inf'mitein three dimensions, the boundaryconditions employed are

specular reflection on all faces. However, the boundaryconditions used in analysis of the rod

lattice unit cells, which have a lower degree of symmetry than the body centered cubic,

accounted for leakage from the ends of the finite cell axis (rod axis direction) in an "infinite"

core by imposing a real materialreflector conditionin this directionand specular reflection on

the perpendicularsymmetryplanes; the k= i,-_:_athe rod latticecalculationsis therefore probably

better describedas a pseudo-k=. The configurationsof the rod lattice and body centered cubic
o

lattice unit cells are shown in figures 1 and 2, respectively. Examplesof typical in0utcodes for
,p

unit cell calculations basedon triangularpitch rod geometryand fuel slugs set in a body centered

cubic lattice are presented in appendixA.

With the relationship between k= andpitch known, the finite corescanbe designed by

arrangingunits cells so as to achieve an approximatelycubic core with the availablefuel. In

all cases, in the interest of neutron economy, the optimum pitch is used in the finite core.

Finally, specificationof a two meter graphitereflector allows calculation of k_ for the reactors.

The auxiliary calculations, which included the evaluation of alternative moderator

materials, the effectiveness of commonreflectors, and thedeterminationof the poisoningeffects

of the aluminum cladding, were accomplishedby calculationsbased on a body centered cubic
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" unit cell,

The unit cell definition for the rod lattice geometry used in this study has a non-zero

leakagewhich depends on the quantityof availablefuel, while the body centeredcubic unit cell

has no such relationship to the fuel constraint.Therefore, the body centeredcubic geometrywas

chosen for all auxiliary calculations.
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4.2 Results

Presented below are the results of supporting calculations and the design parameters, as

functions of fuel assay, of the baseline systems. Brief explanations are provided of the theory, )

calculational procedures and assumptions employed•

4.2.1 Limiting Cases (Simple Calculations)

Often, an instructive exercise is the examination of limiting cases, by simple analytical

. methods, in order to obtain an idea of what is possible and/or probable and have a basis of

_!. comparison for more refined calculations. Before beginning Monte Carlo calculations for the

design effort, the classic four factor formula (eqn. I) for determination of koc in a thermal!

system was employed to assess the approximate range of the multiplication factor versus assay

envelope.

k_,=6_fp (I)

where: _' = fastfissionfactor "

_Z= reproductionfactor

f = thermalutilizationfactor

p = resonanceescapeprobability

As a limiting case, the resonance escape probability was assumed to be unity, absorption



• by moderator nuclei was ignored, and the commonly used average value of 1.05 was used for

. the fast fission factor. With these assumptions, the relationship between assay and k oc can be

calculated and is displayed in Fig 3. An obvious conclusion which can be drawn from the

behavior of k_, is that at the low end of the potential assay range there is no possibility of

achieving a critical configuration. Furthermore, factoring in reasonable resonance escape and

nonleakage probabilities and moderator absorption makes criticality seem unlikely at all but the

highest assays. This is indeed what is observed in the results of monte carlo calculations.

a
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. 4.2.2. Fuel Lumping Studies

Table I shows the effects of fuel lumping on the multiplicationfactor in a graphite
m

moderated,semi-infinite, fuel limited (5800 slugs) arrayof rods (a pseudo kcc). Differem

diameters of fuel rods and different pitch/diameter ratios were considered in an effort to

maximize the multiplication factor. The diameters were 2, 2.6, 3 and 5 cm while the

pitch/diameterratios were 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 10. All these cases were tried for a fuel assay

of0.3%.

TABLE I. K. FOR VARIOUS FUEL DIAMETERS AND PITCH/DIAMETER RATIOS

,,,_,,, _ , H, II I IIIIIIII I

Fuel Pitch/DiameterRatio•

ROd

Diamete 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 7.0 8.0 10.0o

ii ii i

. 2.0 0.591 0.6475 0.676 0.6692 0.667 0.626

iii iiii i , ii

2.6 0.5010 0.621 0.664 0.684 0.680 0.663 0.612

3.0 0.5369 0.633 0.673 0,692 0.679 0.658 0.607

i iii ii iii i H i i i i

5.0 0.5993 0.677 0.692 0.674 0.647 0.607 0.534

. I ii lllliii i iii iii III

The graphs resultingfromtheabove,tableareshowninFig4.From thefigure itis

evidentthatinordertomaximizek_,thepitch-diameterrationeedstobeincreasedforlarger

diametersandviceversa.Also,theoptimumd,iameterliesbetween3cm and5cm. Diameters

lessthan3 cm willresultinlowermultiplicationthanthediametersconsidered,whateverthe

pitch/diameterratiois.
w
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. 4.2.3 BaselineDesigns

e

Dueto the difficultyin alteringthe shapeand/orcompositionof the existingfuelslugs,

the decisionwas madeby the designgroupto designsystemsusing the unalteredslugs. Two

core configurationswere chosen as baseline cases, a triangularpitch rod lattice and an

arrangementof the fuel slugs in a bodycenteredcubic lattice. Both of these designs make

efficientuse of the moderatorvolume, but the body centeredcubicarrangementwouldbe

expectedto be somewhatsuperiorinperformancedueto the_ axissymmetryof the system

andconsequentmoreefficientmoderatorusage. Theproposedbaselinedesignsarereflectedby

twometersof graphite. Multiplicationfactorsarepresentedforbothgraphiteandheavywater
Q

moderation.
i

it,

4.2.3.1. Rod Geometry-- TriangularPitch

Thenuclearanalysisand design of a reactor core is highly dependenton otherareasof

core designincludingthermal-hydraulicdesign,structuralanalysis,economicperformance,and

soon. Thecriteriaforadesigneffortarequitevaried,includingconsiderationsof performance,

reliability,economics,andsafety. Thesecriteriaarefrequentlycontradictoryin nature,so they

requireoptimization.

,m
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" One of the baselinedesigns consideredherein is a triangularpitch arrangementof rods.

The parametersthat reflect fuel constraintof 5800 slugs and illustratethis design are:

L = (27.709)P0.667

nx = L/P

ny = L/(I.732)P

Where: L = length

P = Pitch (the free variable)

In this design, we fkst found the optimum pitch. With the best reflector and the

. optimum pitch, we determined kerrfor the pile as a function of assay using both graphiteand

DaO as moderator. The resultsare given in Fig 5 and Fig 6 respectively.
o
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4.2.3.2. Discrete Slugs- BCC Lattice

,s

It is obvious that moderatorshouldbe used in such a way thatfast neutronsborn in fission

can reachthe moderatorquickly while moving in any direction.Therefore spheres of uranium

uniformly distributed in the moderator would be the best possible an'angement. But in

compliance with the constraint of available resources, we have considered discrete slugs of

uranium with diameter 3 cm and length 110 cm ( including cladding ). Therefore we h_ve

decided to separateuraniumslugs in the reactorwith moderatorcreating a sort of approximation

of the ideal arrangement.

. The anm_gementoutlined above has been modeled using the body centered cubic (BCC)

lattice, i.e. a kind of both-horizontal-and-verticaltriangular-pitch-arraydesign. A basic unitof

the model is the cubic cell shown in Fig 2. These cells have thenbeen arrangedin a cuboidal

arrayof 14x14x15 cells as this number of cells assures maximum utilization of the available

inventoryof slugs which is roughly5800 pieces. The resultingcore has then been, as in previous

cases, reflected from all sides by graphite which has proved to be the best reflectorevaluated

in this study.

The describeddesign representsa close approximationof the most effective design possible

while keeping the original form of the uraniumslugs. There exists an untested possibility that

another pitch in the direction of slug axes (vertical) thanthe one chosen - i.e. the same pitch in

vertical directionas the one proved optimal in the horizontaldirection ( cf. prev|ous sections)

2O

i
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" would be moreeffective. This option has not been testeddue to the lack of timeas it would need

-, another set of extensive calculations when looking for optimum pitches separately in both

horizontalandverticaldirections.More sophisticatedpackingarrangementssuchas facecentered

cubic might also provide higher multiplication factors. The results obtained for the body

centered cubic core arrangementare shown in Figures 7 and 8 for graphite and heavy water

moderatorsrespectively,

The comparisonof the results, both for the unit cell and for the whole reactor, with the

results for the rod geometry described in previous section has fulfilled the expectations. Body

centered cubic design gives slightly greater values of the k= and kaf respectively. The

• difference, however, is small (about 2 to 4 %for the cell, and about0.5 to 2 % for the array).

q)
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. 4.2.4. Alternative Moderators

An importantconsideration in the design of a nuclear reactor is the control of the number:

and speed of the neutrons. Therefore, it is apparent that the designer must have knowledge of

the effectiveness of various materials in slowing down neutrons or in capturing them. The

slowing-down power depends not only on the relative energy loss per atomic collision but also

on the number of collisions per second per unit volume. The former will be larger (the lower

the atomic weight) and the latter will also be larger, depending on a greater atomic density and

the probability of a scattering collision. The effectiveness of a moderator is frequently expressed

in terms of the moderating ratio, which is the ratio of the slowing down power to the capture
#

cross section. The values of the moderating ratios of the alternative moderators which were
P

evaluated are presented in Table 2.

Both graphite and heavy water were used in the design of the baseline cores. However,

other moderators were also tested for evaluating maximum K_ as a part of the design process

by using unit cells based on the body centered cubic design employed in the baseline design

study.

The moderators considered are •

1. Beryllium and Beryllium Oxide were used with a 0.3 % assay to obtain maximum

m
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. K_ = 0.69 for pitch = 10.2 cm; see Fig 9.

2. Liquid Oxysen was used with a 0.3 % assay to obtainmaximum K_ - 0.69 foi

pitch ffi 10.2 cm; see Fig 10.
.p

3. Liquid (130% dense) Helium was used with a 0.3% assay to obtaina I_ = 0.82

for pitch = 70 cm; see Fig 11.

Finally, a comparisonof the alternativemoderaton is shown in Fig 12.

,g

TABLE 2. MODERATING RATIOS OF MA_ CONSIDERED

' I [ IIII I II II l__ II1lfillllU I II I

Material ModeratingRatio

Graphite 192
i ill lllll lllliHi i i H

Beryllium 143

Beryllium Oxide 180
i i lllll ii i

Liquid Oxygen --
ii i i

Helium
I I I III I

t,
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4.2.$ Reflectors

" A reflectorserves to reflectbacksome of the neutronsescapingfrom thecore andthereby

allows themfurtheropportunityto cause fission. The combinationof materialsto be used in a

reflector depends, of course, upon the usual requirementsof material compatibility, economy,

strength,shielding,etc. Onthe basis of neutronconservationalone, there are two majorbenefits

to be obtainedfrom the additionof reflectors:

l- Neutronsescaping from the core are reduced

2- Neutronsaremoderated in the reflector

In our design, afterfinding the optimumpitch ,we tried to findthe best reflectors among

graphite,concrete(12_),concrete (24"), water(12"), andpolyethylene (CH). We foundgraphite

- to be the best reflector and used graphiteas a reflector in all baseline design work.

t

Deuterated moderators were notconsidered for use as reflectors since core leakagewas

determinedto be only modest and the use of an expensive and/or difficult-to-obtainreflector

materialsuch as deuteriumis therefore unwarranted,

2.6 Cladding poisoning

The effect on k_,was determinedfor the case in whichthe aluminum clad surroundingthe

uranium in the fuel slugs is removed and is shown in Fig 13.

Aluminum has 0.23 barns absorptioncross section at thermal energies.Therefore it's

effect on the reactivity of the system is negative.
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4.2.7 Tem_/Multiplication Factor Relationships

I

_tion of graphicalcompilations of the cross sections of U235 show that fission

cross section increaseswithdecreasingtemperaturebelow thethermalregion. This suggests the

possibilitythat, if fission cross section increasesmoresteeply with decreasin8temperaturethan

U238 and moderatorabsorptions,higher multiplicationfactors thanpredictedby thermalcross

sections mightbe realizedby simply operatinga pile at cryogenictemperatures. Unfortunately,

there is sparsedamon cryogenic cross sections in the literatureand no data in the cross section

librariescommonly used for Monte Carlo calculations.

o (.e.However, if recourse is again made to the idealized four factor formula i unity

resonance escape probabilityand no capture in the moderator)coupled with a curve fit of the

existing low temperaturefission cross-section data for U235 of the form

o r = exp {-0.569(1n E) + 4.269} and a l/v ( o @O.025eV = 2.71b) relationship for

U238 absorptioncross section of the form o, = 0.428/E tn, anequation(equation2) predicting

low temperature k, can be developed.

2.544

. - (2)k_ = _ awt_ns._ _ qsmutqusmaut qp_VOL_ q.,Jm_'salbQUatm aommi_ _lm._ t, ln__m _ w'w,_ _ ml°_ _ _ _ _g_ Inllm_

140.2779
1.18 + ............ (exp( (0.5678)1nE-4.2686))

El/2



I

Fig !4 is a graphicalpresentationof equation2 over thetemperaturerangeof 5K to 293K

" for fuel with an assay of 0.3 %, Comparisonof multiplicationfactors predictedby equation2

and the k. of 0.936 predicted by equation 1 for this fuel assay suggest the possibility ol'

significantimprovementsincore multiplicationat cryogenic temperatures.However, at thetime

of this writing, sufficient low temperaturecross section datahad not been collected with which

to make more sophisticatedcalculations.
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" 5.0 Conclusions

II,

The absence of definitive asl;aydatamakesrecommendationof a single reactordesign

difficult. However, it can be said with some certaintythatsubcrificalassembliescomposed of

the fuel slugs and reactor grade graphite currently in the possession of the University of

Tennessee Nuclear Engineering Departmentcan be constructedso as to have multiplication

factors in the range of 0.5 to 0.9. If heavy water is used for moderation,care must be taken

to avoid criticality at the upperend of the range of possible assays.

Of the designs examined to date, the one whichprovidesthe optimum balancebetween

. multiplicationfactor, availabilityof materials,ease of construction,and cost is a body centered

cubic unit cell arrangementof exi:stingfuel slugs on optimumpitch (approximately22 cm for
Q

graphite moderation) placed in a 14x14x15 cell cuboid with a minimum of two meters of

graphite reflector. For all assays considered, the entireavailablefuel inventorywould be used

to maximize k_f. Although no other readilyavailablemoderatorhas been identifiedfrom which

a practical system could be cons_cted, heavy water,if available, could greatly increase the

multiplication over that achievable with graphite. In fact, with heavy water moderation and

0.6 %fissile content, the highest e._ssayfor which calculationswere performed, core size would

be limited to 10xl0x9 cells to assure a subcriticalmultiplicationfactor.

A
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.4

6.0 Recommendations for Future Work

Of paramountimportancefor the productivecontinuationof this design effort is the

determinationof the statistics (mean and variance) of the assay of the fuel inventory. The

presentagreementwith the DOE facility at OakRidge will, if executedas planned,providethis

information.

More sophisticated core modeling should also be undertakento attempt to improve

nonleakageprobabilitywith a core geometry which more closely approximatesa sphere. Also,

modest increases in k_ might be realizedfrom the improvedmoderatorusage realized from the

. other lattice geometries which should be examined such as face centered cubic and hexagonal

close packed.
iii

The benefits which derive from the use of heavy waterare so greatthatsubstantialeffort

should be put forth to obtain, on loan, some quantity of this material. Hybrid systems which

have separate regions moderatedby graphite and heavy water should also be analyzed.

Finally, the potential benefits of operating a graphite pile at cryogenic temperatures

warrant further examination of the low temperature cross sections for the core nuclides. At a

minimum, an extensive review of the literature on this subject is in order.
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" -c8as25
crbn mod cyl 293k sqp ptch cell
27groupndf4 latticecell
uranium 1 den-18.76 1 293 92235 0.3 92238 99.7 end
c 2 1.0 293 end
al 3 i. 0 293 end

end comp
triangpitch 18.0 2.6 1 2 3.0 3 end
read param tree-2.0
end param
read geom
unit 1

zhemicyl-y I 1 1.3 2pi02.025
zhemicyl-y 3 1 1.5 2pi02.225
unit 2

zhemicyl+y I 1 1.3 2pi02.025
zhemicyl+y 3 i 1.5 2p102.225
unit 3

zhemicyl-x I 1 1.3 2pi02.025
zhemicyl-x 3 I 1.5 2pi02.225
unit 5

zhemicyl+x 1 1 1.3 2pi02.025 origin -9.0 0.0
zhemicyl+x 3 1 1.5 2pi02.225 origin -9.0 0.0
cuboid 2 1 2p9.0 2p15.588 2p302.225
hole 1 0.0 15.588 0.0
hole 2 0.0 -15. 588 0.0
hole 3 9.0 0.0 0.0

end geom
read array nux=l nuy=l nuz=1 fill f5 end array
read bnds xyf=spec zfc=concl2 end bnds
end data
end
$



" ='_IIII125
crbn rood cyl 293k sqp ptch cell

27groupndf4 lauticecell
* uranium 1 den.18.76 1 293 92235 0.3 92238 99.7 end

c 2 1.0 293 end
al 3 1.0 293 end
end comp
sph_riangp 18.0 4.814 1 2 5.214 3 end
reid param tme-2.0
end param
read geom
unit 1
zhemicyl+x I 1 1.3 2p5.5
zhemicyl+x 3 1 1.5 2p5.7
unin 2
zhemicyl-y i 1 1.3 2p9.0
hole 5 0.0 0.0 0.0
zhemicyl-y 3 I 1.5 2p9.0
uxtin 3
zhemicyl-x 1 1 1.3 2p5.5
zhemicyl-x 3 1 1.5 2p5.7
unit 4
zhemicyl+y 1 1 1.3 2p9.0
hole 6 0.0 0.0 0.0
zhemicyl+y 3 1 1.5 2p9.0
unit 5
zhemicyl-y 2 I 1. 2995 2p3.7

,M

unit 6
zhemicyl+y 2 I 1.2995 2p3.7
unit 7
cuboid 2 i 2p9.0 2p9.0 2p9.0
hole 1 -9.0 0.0 0.0
hole 2 0.0 9.0 0.0
hole 3 9.0 0.0 0.0
hole 4 0.0 -9.0 0.0
end geom
read array nux-1 nuy-i nuz-1 fill fT end array
read bnds all-spec end bnds
end data
end
$
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